




Report about the exhaustive survey of the buildings in Yatsushiro-shi  
and consideration about its architectural characters
Manabu Moriyama㧖
This paper reports the exhaustive survey (2011) of the buildings in Yatsushiro-shi, Kumamoto. The exhaustive survey of the 
buildings in Yatsushiro-shi is the first time. This paper contents about the process of the investigation, the summary of the study 
method. In addition, this paper reports "Machiaruki Yatsushiro Tatemono Map". It is the guide map which I utilize the findings 
and made. 
Furthermore, I analyze the findings and consider nine points of the architectural characters in Yatsushiro-shi. For example, 
about the regional characteristics such as the main hall of a Buddhist temple of the temple, the main shrine of the Shinto shrine, 
the front shrine. 
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